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Final Laboratory Project - Finding the Ideal
Camping Location in the Uintas
By Jeff Baker, Josh Curtis, and Ryan Egbert

Figure 1: The Uinta Mountains (courtesy of Google Images)

Background
GIS is used extensively by the United States Forest Service in mapping and research. Many resources are
available online including raster data and shapefiles. The use of GIS tools allows for analyzing entire
forests and finding specific points within large areas that meet certain criteria. The Ashley National
Forest, High Uinta Mountains Wilderness, in northeastern Utah contains many shapefiles including roads,
forest, highway, points of interest, lakes, streams, etc. The purpose of this lab is to use these available
datasets to identify ideal locations to set up camp in the Uinta Mountains.

Problem Statement
For the purpose of this exercise, you are interested in the datasets found within the Ashley National Forest
boundary. The High Uinta Mountains found here are the tallest within the state of Utah. Many of the
peaks are over 13,000 feet in elevation. You are planning a camping trip to the Uintas but you don’t know
where to begin. You know that you don’t want to camp close to the major roads through the area and that
you want to be close to at least one lake.

Spatial Considerations
For the purposes of this exercise, you will arbitrarily limit the factors with which you are concerned to the
following:
 Proximity to major roads: You would like to camp a good distance away from the highway, so

you are to find locations that are at least 2 miles away from major roads.

 Proximity to forest roads: Because you don't want to hike far from your car, you are to find

locations that are within 0.5 miles of forest roads.
 Proximity to lakes: You also want to camp near a lake, so you are to find locations that are within

0.5 miles of a lake.

Data
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/uwcnf/landmanagement/gis/?cid=stelprdb5434510 From the UintaWasatch-Cache National Forest you need to download the Roads, Trails, Recreation Sites, Streams, and
Proclaimed Boundary Shapefiles. Just click on each of the items you want to download.
http://gis.utah.gov/data/sgid-tranportation/roads-system/ UDOT Highways: You can find the “UDOT
LRS Routes: Shapefile” if you scroll down on the page.
http://gis.utah.gov/data/elevation-terrain-data/10-30-meter-elevation-models-usgs-ned/ You will need to
download the elevation dataset for Duchesne, Summit and Wasatch counties within Utah. You can
download either the 10m or 30m NED.
http://gis.utah.gov/data/water-data-services/lakes-rivers-dams/ You will need to download the “NHD”
Lakes shapefile which contains all known lakes in the state of Utah.

ModelBuilder Tools
In this exercise you will use previous tools as well as the following new tool.
Viewshed – (3D Analysis) This tool allows you to create a file that includes all locations visible from one
or more points. It uses elevation raster data to make these calculations. The figure below is an example of
how the viewshed tool works.

Figure 2: Viewshed Tool (courtesy of Google Images)

Example Model

Step by Step Solution
Step 1
The Select tool can be used to select the Wasatch National Forest boundary. This is done by using the
SQL expression: “Name” = “Wasatch”. The shapefile which is now selected is the national forest
boundary for your potential camping locations.

Figure 3: Select Tool Inputs

Step 2
Using the selected boundary, you will now make a Lakes shapefile containing only the lakes within the
national forest. This is done by using the Intersect tool. The step allows the model to run faster. For input
features, select the WasatchForestBoundary and Lakes layers.

Figure 4: Intersect Tool for Lakes in Wasatch Boundary

Step 3
The intersect tool is used again to clip the forest roads within the forest boundary. Use the
WasatchForestBoundary and ForestRoads layers.
Step 4
You will now create a buffer around the lakes in the forest. You are interested in camping near a lake so
this will help find those spots. Using the Buffer tool, create a 0.5-mile buffer around the lakes.

Figure 5: Buffer Tool Inputs For Lakes

Step 5
You will use the Buffer tool again to create a 0.5-mile buffer around the forest roads. This is done
because you don’t want to hike too far from a road to camp.

Step 6
The buffers you just created will now be combined to find places that meet both of the criteria. The
Intersect tool will allow you to do this easily. Input the WasatchForestLakes buffer as well as the
ForestRoads buffer.
Step 7
Since most people don’t like to camp next to a major road, you will create a buffer around the
UDOTRoutes_LRS shapefile. Using the Buffer tool, create a 2-mile buffer around the LRS routes.

Step 8
You will now exclude this buffer from any of the previous possible camping locations. Using the Erase
tool, combine the UDOTRoutes_LRS buffer and the RoadsLakesForest shapefile. The input feature
should be the RoadsLakesForest shapefile and the erase features should be the UDOTRoutes_LRS buffer.

Figure 6: Erase Tool to Erase Areas Near Major Roads

Step 9
Use the Mosaic to New Raster tool to combine the three DEM Rasters that you downloaded. Within the
tool, select the Duchesne, Summit and Wasatch NED layers you downloaded.

Figure 7: Mosaic to New Raster Tool Inputs

Step 10
You will now put random locations within the locations that meet all of the criteria. Using the Create
Random Points tool, create 3 random points in the NoMajorRoads layer. Choose your database you used
to create the Raster Mosaic as the output location. Use the NoMajorRoads layer as the Constraining
Feature Class. Put 3 as the Number of Points.

Figure 8: Create Random Points Tool Inputs

Step 11
The Viewshed Tool will determine your final camping locations. Use the raster mosaic as the Input raster.
Use the 3 random points as the Input point or polyline observer features. Name the Output raster and push
ok. This tool determines the raster surface locations visible from a location or set of locations.

Figure 9: Viewshed Tool Inputs

Step 12
Finally, create a map showing your potential camping locations based on the criteria. You should show
multiple locations created by the model and state the reasons for camping in these locations.

Deliverables
Using the data described above, construct a single ModelBuilder model that will prepare all of your input
data for an ideal Uinta camping location analysis and then conduct the analysis. Create a map that shows
the results of your model. Refer to the attached rubric for grading expectations. As noted above, you are
to find locations in the Uinta Mountains that are most ideal for camping based on the criteria described.
Prepare a report in the form of a word document that contains a screenshot of your model that clearly
shows all elements of the model, a list of the steps that were taken in the model building process, and a
final map of your results. Make sure to review over the rubric at the end of this chapter for the full
requirements for the laboratory exercise.

References
USDA Forest Service (FS) website https://data.fs.usda.gov/geodata/

Example Map

Rubric
Item

Points

Assignment Title, Author Name, Date, Course Name

/5

Brief summary of the requirements of the project

/5

Describe your model
 List each of the tools used: (2 pts)
 List tool settings applied for the analysis: (2 pts)
 List all input, intermediate, and output datasets: (2 pts)
 Describe each input dataset including type (point, line, polygon, raster) and the source
of the data: (2 pts)
 Describe each output dataset (point, line, polygon, raster): (2 pts)

/10





One or more full pages (8.5x11) showing your model (5 pts)
All text is readable (10 point font minimum) (3 pts)
All tools and data sets are shown (2 pts)

/10




Where are the ideal locations to go camping in the Uinta Mountains? (2 pts)
What potential problems do you see with camping in some of the areas within the
viewshed that was generated? How would you adjust the model to eliminate these
problems? (3 pts)

/5

Make a full page (8.5x11) map showing the identified location(s) for the ideal camp site.
 Show highway and forest roads (2 pts)
 Show lakes (1 pt)
 Show ideal camping locations (3 pts)
 Map Title (1 pt)
 Neat Line (1 pt)
 North Arrow (1 pt)
 Scale Bar (1 pt)
 All features (highway, forest roads, lakes, etc.) are labeled (1 pt)
 Text box with author name, date, map projection (1 pt)
 Background map is visible (1 pt)
 Zoomed to an appropriate scale for viewing all features (1 pt)
 All text is legible on printed map (1 pt)

/15

Bonus Task: Repeat the lab exercise with a different set of data. Include in your report
what data you used, how you acquired it, what, if anything, you changed to complete the
exercise work. Also include an additional full page map showing your results.

Instructor's
Discretion

